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1985 Anthony Burgess
Nineteen Eighty-five
In these impressions of the Italian countryside, Lawrence transforms ordinary
incidents into passages of intense beauty. Twilight in Italy is a vibrant account of
Lawrence's stay among the people of Lake Garda, whose decaying lemon
gardens bear witness to the twilight of a way of life centuries old. In Sea and
Sardina, Lawrence brings to life the vigorous spontaneity of a society as yet
untouched by the deadening effect of industrialization. And Etruscan Places is a
beautiful and delicate work of literary art, the record of "a dying man drinking from
the founts of a civilization dedicated to life."
Transcribes events that took place a year after George Orwell's "Nineteen eightyfour."
This two-part response to 1984 minutely analyzes the original novel, and, after
Burgess decides that 1984 will not resemble Orwell's fantasy, creates a comic
counter-novel of future Britain
Set in the near future, The Wanting Seed is a Malthusian comedy about the
strange world overpopulation will produce. Tristram Foxe and his wife, BeatriceJoanna, live in their skyscraper world where official family limitation glorifies
homosexuality. Eventually, their world is transformed into a chaos of cannibalistic
dining-clubs, fantastic fertility rituals, and wars without anger. It is a novel both
extravagantly funny and grimly serious.
A brilliantly funny spy novel, this morality tale of a Secret Service gone mad
features sex, gluttony, violence, and treachery. From the author of the groundbreaking A Clockwork Orange. Denis Hillier is an aging British agent based in
Yugoslavia. His old school friend Roper has defected to the USSR to become
one of the evil empire's great scientific minds. Hillier must bring Roper back to
England or risk losing his fat retirement bonus. As thoughtful as it is funny, this
morality tale of a Secret Service gone mad features sex, gluttony, violence,
treachery, and religion. Anthony Burgess's cast of astonishing characters
includes Roper's German prostitute wife; Miss Devi and her Tamil love treatise;
and the large Mr. Theodorescu, international secret monger and lascivious
gourmand. A rare combination of the deadly serious and the absurd, the lofty and
the lusty, Tremor of Intent will hold you in its thrall.
Enderby is a poet, social critic and Catholic. He may be found hiding in the
lavatory where much of his best work is composed, or perhaps in Rome,
brainwashed into respectability by a glamorous wife, aftershave and the dolce
vita. Whether he is pursuing revenge and inspiration in Morocco, expounding on
his notorious sex film on a TV chat show, or writing a hit musical based on the life
and work of Shakespeare, Enderby emerges triumphant.
An English businessman returns from the Orient to find his country infested with
greed, boredom, and corruption
Anthologies, awards, journals, and works in translation have sprung up to reflect
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science fiction's increasingly international scope. Yet scholars and students alike
face a problem. Where does one begin to explore global SF in the absence of an
established canon? Lingua Cosmica opens the door to some of the creators in
the vanguard of international science fiction. Eleven experts offer innovative
English-language scholarship on figures ranging from Cuban pioneer Daína
Chaviano to Nigerian filmmaker Olatunde Osunsanmi to the Hugo Award-winning
Chinese writer Liu Cixin. These essays invite readers to ponder the themes,
formal elements, and unique cultural characteristics within the works of these
irreplaceable—if too-little-known—artists. Dale Knickerbocker includes fantasists
and genre-benders pushing SF along new evolutionary paths even as they draw
on the traditions of their own literary cultures. Includes essays on Daína
Chaviano (Cuba), Jacek Dukaj (Poland), Jean-Claude Dunyac (France), Andreas
Eschbach (Germany), Angélica Gorodischer (Argentina), Sakyo Komatsu
(Japan), Liu Cixin (China), Laurent McAllister (Yves Meynard and Jean-Louis
Trudel, Francophone Canada), Olatunde Osunsanmi (Nigeria), Johanna Sinisalo
(Finland), and Arkady and Boris Strugatsky (Russia). Contributors: Alexis Brooks
de Vita, Pawel Frelik, Yvonne Howell, Yolanda Molina-Gavilán, Vibeke Rützou
Petersen, Amy J. Ransom, Hanna-Riikka Roine, Hanna Samola, Mingwei Song,
Tatsumi Takayuki, Juan Carlos Toledano Redondo, and Natacha Vas-Deyres.
Anthony Burgess draws on his love of music and history in this novel he called
“elephantine fun” to write. A grand and affectionate tragicomic symphony to
Napoleon Bonaparte that teases and reweaves Napoleon’s life into a pattern
borrowed—in liberty, equality, and fraternity—from Beethoven’s Third “Eroica”
Symphony, in this rich, exciting, bawdy, and funny novel Anthony Burgess has
pulled out all the stops for a virtuoso performance that is literary, historical, and
musical.
‘I’m working on a novel intended to express the feel of England in Edward III’s
time ... The fourteenth century of my novel will be mainly evoked in terms of smell
and visceral feelings, and it will carry an undertone of general disgust rather than
hey-nonny nostalgia’ – Anthony Burgess, 1973 The Black Prince is a brutal
historical tale of chivalry, religious belief, obsession, siege and bloody warfare.
From disorientating depictions of medieval battles to court intrigues and
betrayals, the campaigns of Edward, the Black Prince, are brought to vivid life.
This rambunctious book, based on a completed screenplay by Anthony Burgess,
showcases Adam Roberts in complete control of the novel as a way of making us
look at history with fresh eyes, all while staying true to the linguistic pyrotechnics
and narrative verve of Burgess’s best work.
The Kingdom of the Wicked is one of Anthony Burgess's most ambitious novels.
Its subject, nothing less than the first years of Christianity, recreated in vivid and
meticulous detail. Sadoc son of Azor, a retired shipping clerk lying diseased and
dying on the outreaches of the Roman Empire, sets down for future generations
a tale of epic proportions: he is charged with recounting no less an event than the
birth of Christianity. And what an account it is - the son of the god of love was
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born into the kingdom of the wicked.
Set in postwar Malaya at the time when people and governments alike are
bemused and dazzled by the turmoil of independence, this three-part novel is rich
in hilarious comedy and razor-sharp in observation. The protagonist of the work
is Victor Crabbe, a teacher in a multiracial school in a squalid village, who moves
upward in position as he and his wife maintain a steady decadent progress
backward. A sweetly satiric look at the twilight days of colonialism.
These are Anthony Burgess's candid confessions: he was seduced at the age of
nine by an older woman; whilst serving in Gibraltar in World War II he was thrown
into jail on VE Day for calling Franco names; he once taught a group of Nazi
socialites that the English equivalent of 'heil' was 'sod' and had them crying 'Sod
Hitler'. Little Wilson and Big God moves from Moss Side to Malaya recalling
Burgess's time as an education officer in the tropics, his tempestuous first
marriage, his struggles with Catholicism and the beginning of his prolific writing
life. Wise, self-deprecating and bristling with incident, this is a first-class memoir.
In characteristically daring style, Anthony Burgess combines two responses to Orwell's 1984 in
one book. The first is a sharp analysis: through dialogues, parodies and essays, Burgess
sheds new light on what he called 'an apocalyptic codex of our worst fears', creating a critique
that is literature in its own right.Part two is Burgess' own dystopic vision, written in 1978. He
skewers both the present and the future, describing a state where industrial disputes and
social unrest compete with overwhelming surveillance, security concerns and the dominance of
technology to make life a thing to be suffered rather than lived.Together these two works form
a unique guide to one of the twentieth century's most talented, imaginative and prescient
writers. Several decades later, Burgess' most singular work still stands.
Kicked out of college and harassed by his lawyer, Miles Faber abandons New York and
embarks on a defiant pilgrimage across the Caribbean to find the shrine of Sib Legeru, an
obscure poet and painter. But in the streets of Castita's capital, where a wild religious festival is
in full swing, a series of bizarre encounters - including his own repulsive doppelgänger (the son
of a circus bird-woman) - and disturbing family revelations await Miles, who soon finds himself
a willing victim of dynastic destiny. A darkly surreal comedy of dazzling linguistic inventiveness,
MF is an outrageous tale of blood, lust and the machinations of fate.
With film rights acquired by Francis Ford Coppola, this comic novel of instant riches is back in
stock. From the author of A Clockwork Orange, One Hand Clapping is a comedy of game
shows and greed, high stakes and the high life. The tragi-comedy of used car salesman
Howard Shirley, his photographic brain, and the modern world's trivia and trivialities makes for
vintage Burgess--at once hilarious and provocative. "Witty and shrewdly joyful."--The New York
Times Book Review "A funny, pointed novel."--The New Yorker "Ingeniously and devilishly
funny."--The Atlantic Monthly
Bundel essays over linguïstiek en fonologie, voornamelijk van het Engels.
An exploration of the very essence of power centers on two men who represent different types
of earthly power--one an eminent novelist and well-known homosexual, the other a man of God
who rises through the Vatican hierarchy.
We is an earth shattering dystopian novel that ruffled the feathers of the ruling elite of Russia
when it was smuggled out of the country and published in English in 1924. It would not see
publication in Russia until 1988. As a result of Yevgeny Zamyatin’s treatment over the novel
he left Russia. We is set in the twenty six century where a totalitarian government rules the
world. Every citizen has all of their needs completely taken care of. But the price is a life
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without passion, creativity, or adventure. Cities are made of glass to aid the government’s
surveillance of its people. Citizens are given numbers rather than names to discourage
individuality. But resentment and anger seethe just beneath the surface of the citizenry’s polite
veneer. It is time for someone to strike a blow for individuality and freedom. A fast paced
adventure novel with a message that reverberated down through history. Brave New World,
Anthem, 1984, and Player Piano all owe an enduring debt to We. Of writing Player Piano Kurt
Vonnegut said “I cheerfully ripped off the plot of Brave New World, whose plot had been
cheerfully ripped off from Yevgeny Zamyatin’s We.”
"Children must be coerced into it, enthusiasts leap into it, many of us have to be dragged out of
it. Bed. ... an irresistible combination of pictures and prose, tells us much of what goes on in
bed - a subject that tickles nearly everyone's curiosity. Most of us were conceived in bed, spent
the first months of childhood in bed, sleep one-third of our lives away in bed, and will probably
end our days in bed, for, as the author says, 'few people die in chairs unless they are electric.'
Anthony Burgess, author of the best-selling 'A Clockwork Orange' and 'Earthly Powers', here
turns his investigatory talents to the fact and fancy, the history and psychology of beds and
mankind..." -- Dust jacket.

‘The title of journalist is probably very noble, but I lay no real claim to it. I am, I
think, a novelist and a musical composer manqué: I make no other pretensions
...’ Anthony Burgess Despite his modest claims, Anthony Burgess was an
enormously prolific journalist. During his life he published two substantial
collections of journalism, Urgent Copy (1968) and Homage to Qwert Yuiop
(1986); a posthumous collection of occasional essays, One Man’s Chorus, was
published in 1998. These collections are now out of print, and Burgess’s
journalism, a key part of his prodigious output, has fallen into neglect. The Ink
Trade is a brilliant new selection of his reviews and articles, some savage, some
crucial in establishing new writers, new tastes and trends. Between 1959 and his
death in 1993 Burgess contributed to newspapers and periodicals around the
world: he was provocative, informative, entertaining, extravagant, and always
readable. Editor Will Carr presents a wealth of unpublished and uncollected
material.
First published in 1985, this hugely entertaining portrait of Lawrence will be gladly
received back into the literary fold. There is never a dull moment in this incisive
biography as Burgess makes the case most eloquently and convincingly that
Lawrence is one of the very greatest of English writers. Flame into Being
examines Lawrence's work in its entirety, not just the well-known novels, and
how, in the years following the second World War, he gained recognition as one
of the twentieth century's most original and outstanding authors.
In characteristically daring style, Anthony Burgess combines two responses to
Orwell's 1984 in one book. The first is a sharp analysis: through dialogues,
parodies and essays, Burgess sheds new light on what he called 'an apocalyptic
codex of our worst fears', creating a critique that is literature in its own right. Part
two is Burgess' own dystopic vision, written in 1978. He skewers both the present
and the future, describing a state where industrial disputes and social unrest
compete with overwhelming surveillance, security concerns and the dominance
of technology to make life a thing to be suffered rather than lived. Together these
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two works form a unique guide to one of the twentieth century's most talented,
imaginative and prescient writers. Several decades later, Burgess' most singular
work still stands.
Still dazzling and transgressive, this groundbreaking novel remains a frightening
fable on morality and the meaning of human freedom.
A futuristic account of the world's end is composed of three narrative strands
presented as if viewed simultaneously, featuring historical and fictional figures,
and shifting from New York, to Vienna, to outer space
Named by the Observer as “one of the 100 greatest novels of all time,” this dark
comedy with a disturbing twist follows two working-class women in 1970s
London. Unlikely friends Brenda and Freda share a rundown room in London and
toil away at an Italian factory pasting labels onto wine bottles. Brenda, a shy and
passive thirty-three-year-old brunette, recently ran away to the city to escape an
abusive husband. Freda, meanwhile, is a rebellious twenty-six-year-old blonde
with big dreams and a penchant for bossing people around. The two women are
the only English workers at the bottling facility, and their presence certainly stirs
up trouble. Freda has a crush on the trainee manager, Vittorio, and tries to get
close to him despite the fact that he’s engaged to an Italian girl. Brenda, on the
other hand, spends a fair amount of time trying to distance herself from the
advances of the factory’s manager, Mr. Rossi. When Freda organizes a
company outing, what’s supposed to be a day of freedom and fun turns into a
dark and chaotic tragedy. The workers plan to travel by van to a stately castle,
where they will picnic and drink wine before visiting an African safari. But the van
never shows up, and when they finally do make it to the castle, something goes
fatally wrong. Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize, The Bottle Factory Outing
was inspired by author Beryl Bainbridge’s own experiences working as a cellar
girl in the mid-twentieth century. Intertwining themes of loneliness and friendship,
sexual frustration and personal power, passion and murder, this tragicomedy is a
British classic that depicts working-class life as something both terribly morose
and wickedly funny. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Beryl
Bainbridge including rare images from the author’s estate.
'A Dead Man in Deptford' re-imagines the riotous life and suspicious death of
Christopher Marlowe. Poet, lover and spy, Marlowe must negotiate the pressures
placed upon him by theatre, Queen and country. Burgess brings this dazzling
figure to life and pungently evokes Elizabethan England.
A newly revised text for A Clockwork Orange’s 50th anniversary brings the work
closest to its author’s intentions. A Clockwork Orange is as brilliant, transgressive, and
influential as when it was published fifty years ago. A nightmare vision of the future told
in its own fantastically inventive lexicon, it has since become a classic of modern
literature and the basis for Stanley Kubrick’s once-banned film, whose recent reissue
has brought this revolutionary tale on modern civilization to an even wider audience.
Andrew Biswell, PhD, director of the International Burgess Foundation, has taken a
close look at the three varying published editions alongside the original typescript to
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recreate the novel as Anthony Burgess envisioned it. We publish this landmark edition
with its original British cover and six of Burgess’s own illustrations.
In the spring of 1736 four men and one woman, all traveling under assumed names, are
crossing the Devonshire countryside en route to a mysterious rendezvous. Before their
journey ends, one of them will be hanged, one will vanish, and the others will face a
murder trial. Out of the truths and lies that envelop these events, John Fowles has
created a novel that is at once a tale of erotic obsession, an exploration of the conflict
between reason and superstition, an astonishing act of literary legerdemain, and the
story of the birth of a new faith.
To escape a brutal life on the Liverpool docks, a boy runs away to sea Arthur Fearon is
nearly thirteen, and in the eyes of the law, that makes him a man. He wants to study to
become a chemist, but his family cannot afford for him to continue school. The thought
of a life working the docks makes Fearon break down in front of his classmates, but
there is no time to cry. This boy has to get to work. The docks are hellish, and Fearon’s
first day is his last. He hops a steamer to Alexandria, looking for a better life on the sea,
but everywhere he goes, he finds cruelty, vice, and the crushing weight of adulthood.
He will not be a man for long. The subject of an infamous 1930s obscenity trial, this is
the original, unexpurgated text of James Hanley’s landmark novel: an unflinching
examination of child labor and a timeless tale of adulthood gained too soon.
A “well-chosen anthology of the radical historian’s prodigious output,” from A People’s
History of the United States and lesser known sources (Kirkus Reviews). When Howard
Zinn died in early 2010, millions of Americans mourned the loss of one of the nation’s
foremost intellectual and political guides; a historian, activist, and truth-teller who, in the
words of the New York Times’s Bob Herbert, “peel[ed] back the rosy veneer of much
of American history to reveal sordid realities that had remained hidden for too long.” A
collection designed to highlight Zinn’s essential writings, The Indispensable Zinn
includes excerpts from Zinn’s bestselling A People’s History of the United States; his
memoir, You Can’t Be Neutral on a Moving Train; his inspiring writings on the civil
rights movement, and the full text of his celebrated play, Marx in Soho. Noted historian
and activist Timothy Patrick McCarthy provides essential historical and biographical
context for each selection. With a foreword by Noam Chomsky and an afterword from
Zinn’s former Spellman College student and longtime friend, Alice Walker, The
Indispensable Zinn is both a fitting tribute to the legacy of a man whose “work changed
the way millions of people saw the past,” and a powerful and accessible introduction for
anyone coming to Zinn’s essential body of work for the first time (Noam Chomsky).
Set in the disintegrating cities of Unthank and Glasgow, this modern vision of hell tells
the interwoven stories of two men: Lanark and Duncan Thaw. As the Life in Four Books
unfolds, the strange, buried relationship between Lanark and Thaw slowly starts to
emerge. Lanark is a towering work of the imagination and is the culmination of twentyfive years of work by Gray, who also illustrated and designed the novel. On its first
publication it was immediately recognised as a major work of literature, and drew
comparisons with Dante, Black, Joyce, Orwell, Kafka, Huxley and Lewis Carroll. Thirty
years on, its power, majesty, anger and relevance has only intensified.
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